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I'm still skeptical and hoping for one more down leg into December '02-April '03 (this would
be a very unusual and contra-seasonal time frame for a decline). Market valuation is still high
and consensus amongst Wall Street mavens is still too bullish for comfort. The way I do
Elliot Wave, one more down wave is distinctly possible. As a ratio trader, I still think 6250
on the Wilshire and 6500 on the Dow is possible. The dilemma is that many other forms of
technical analysis are suggesting that the bottom is in place or we are in the process of
working a formal bottom. Mike Oliver is one of the most accomplished technical analysts I
know and he has been bullish for some time and seems to be expecting a rather dramatic
breakout to the upside once the market clears certain price levels. Ignoring his advice has
been very discomforting. There comes a point in time in this market business, once the easy
decisions are out of the way, (i.e. the bear market drop from April 1998-2000 through
October 2002), that everyone has to be on their own. I will update my thoughts as the
market movements unfold over the next month or so.
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